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Reading Strategies   

Reading is an exchange of information between writer and reader.  Both the writer and the reader 
play a role in constructing an interpretation of the text between them.  Talking back to a text (writing 
in margins, underlining, circling, and diagramming) can help you become an active reader.  Your 
notations on a text will also assist you when you return to the text for class discussion, writing 
assignments, or exams.  

Notation Strategies 

Ultimately, you will want to develop your own system using marginalia, underlining, and symbols.  
The following are a few ideas: 
 

Annotation shorthand 

? question or unsure of meaning [   ] quotable 

> connection to other texts ▽ info, statistic, research 

* important passage − new vocabulary 

 

Highlight 

§ Important passages  § Unfamiliar vocabulary 

§ Key research, statistics, facts § Quotable lines 

§ Names of people § Themes and main ideas 

 

Margin Notes 

§ Write definitions § Capture emotional reactions 

§ Ask questions § Summarize 

§ Translate ideas into your own words § Comment on ideas 

§ Make connections  § Predict what will happen 
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Questions to consider when reading 
Subject.  What is the general subject of the text? What associations do you have with that subject 
matter? 

Author/Filters.  What is the author’s relationship to the topic? 

Context.  What is the historical and social context in which this piece was written? 

Claim/Thesis.  What claim or thesis does the author make regarding this subject? 

Purpose.  What is the purpose of the text?  

Methods.  How does the author go about developing and presenting his/her ideas? 

Support.  How does the author support his/her thesis? 

Genre.  What genre is used? 

Tone.  What is the tone of the text? How does that tone affect your reaction? 

Figurative Language.  Is figurative language used? 
 
Close Reading 

1. Read carefully for the main ideas: 

§ What is the text mainly about? 
§ What questions are you asking yourself? 

§ What do you notice right away? 

§ Circle words you don’t understand. 

§ Use context clues to figure out unknown words. 
2. Read again and dig deeper: 

§ Why did the author write the text? 

§ What text features stand out? 

§ Underline key vocabulary words. 

§ Summarize the text. 
3. Read one last time and think: 

§ What inferences did you make about the text? 

§ What connections did you make to the text? 

§ Use the text to answer questions. 

§ Gather textual evidence from the text. 
 
 
 
Adapted 
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